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Abstract
Drug addiction is a major social, economic and hygienic challenge that impacts on all the community and
needs serious threat. Available treatments are only successful in short-term unless underlying reasons
making individuals prone to the phenomenon are not investigated. Nowadays, there are some treatment
centers which have comprehensive information about addicted people. Therefore, given the huge data
sources, data mining can be used to explore knowledge implicit in them; their results can be employed as
knowledge-based support systems to make decisions regarding addiction prevention and treatment. We
studied 471 participants in such clinics, where 86.2% were male and 13.8% were female. The study aimed to
extract rules from the collected data by using association models. Results can be used by rehab clinics to give
more knowledge regarding relationships between various parameters and help them for better and more
effective treatments. The finding shows that there is a significant relationship between individual
characteristics and LSD abuse, individual characteristics, the kind of narcotics taken, and committing crimes,
family history of drug addiction and family member drug addiction.
Keywords: Drug Addiction, Data Mining, Association Rules, Rules Discovery.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, most societies face the serious
challenge of drug addiction, which is often
associated with social problems. Yet, no sure
method has been proposed to treat it though much
research has been conducted in this regard. Drug
addiction is closely related to cultural, religious,
economic, social, and historical aspects of a
community and is affected by different factors
such as biological, psychological, and social
ones[1].
It affects individuals’ physical, social, and mental
performance and increases the number of hepatitis
and AIDS victims. In particular, the youth has
been heavily influenced by this phenomenon,
which can lead to mental and behavioral
deviations [2]. Considering that in many cases
addiction-related treatments are not successful,
identifying factors influencing drug addiction is of
paramount importance for preventive purposes.
That is, preventive steps and appropriate
treatments
reduce
risk
behaviors
and

consequently, mental and physical impacts of the
behaviors and treatment costs are lessened [3].
On the other hand, using data mining to explore
health-related issues proposes a lot of potentials
and advantages and it has been shown that data
mining
algorithms
dramatically
diminish
diagnosis costs and health-related risks. It should
be noted that the success of data mining in health
systems is a function of employing and having
access to valid and comprehensive data. Then,
efficient procedures for collecting, storing, and
processing the data are vital [4].
In addition, using machine learning techniques in
medicine and psychiatry offers a totally new
research avenue for monitoring, diagnosing, and
categorizing psychiatric disorders such as
schizophrenia, psychosis, depression, anxiety, and
alcohol abuse [5]. According to [6], qualitative
questionnaires and statistical procedures are
dominantly used in social studies. The authors
suggest that data mining can be introduced into
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social sciences such as psychology and cognitive
sciences as well.
A large number of research projects have been
carried out on the factors influencing drug
addiction in many fields of study such as
medicine, psychology, and psychiatry.
In most of these research projects, specific
statistical procedures have been used to analyze
data and the usual way of hypothesis testing has
come to be statistical procedures.
This is where data mining comes in since
numerous variables can be investigated, through
which meaningful, recurrent, and implicit patterns
can be extracted without the need for formulating
a hypothesis. The results of data mining studies
can be applied as the knowledge source of backup
systems to prevent addiction or make decision
treatment.
2. Literature review
Evidence coming from the available literature
suggests that data mining has different
applications in different fields of study such as
medical diagnosis and treatment options. Authors
of [7] applied associative rules to youth drug
addiction databases and indicated that there is a
relationship between parents’ behaviors, abnormal
behaviors of the youth, peer group addiction, and
taking illegal drugs.
Also, [8] aimed to analyze data and quantify the
extent to which personal, environmental, and
familial factors could predict cannabis use among
the youth by using the ZINB model, decision tree,
and association rules techniques. Also, [9] used a
combination of k-medoids and hierarchical
clustering procedures and launched genetic
analyses in order to identify genes responsible for
triggering addiction-related risks.
The present study aimed to use available data on
drug addicts in order to reveal meaningful
relationships beneficial to decision making
regarding prevention, addiction diagnosis and
treatment, and educating families. The ultimate
goal was to use the data to ameliorate the current
situation.
Results of the study can help educational system
authorities and be included in preventive
programs so as to raise the consciousness of the
youth and promote well-being.
Moreover, findings of the study are useful for
other domestic centers such as the Welfare
Organization, Ministry of Health and Medical
Education, and other affiliated organizations.

3. Data mining
Data mining is simply defined as extracting
knowledge implicitly exists in a given database
[10]. That is, data mining refers to the process of
studying and analyzing a huge amount of data in
order to extract underlying, meaningful patterns,
relationships, and laws. In recent years, increasing
importance has been given to data mining since
databases are inoperable unless turned into
knowledge. New patterns can be investigated for
descriptive and predictive purposes. The former
aims to unveil patterns in a way that is
understandable and interpretable. On the other
hand, the latter focuses on identifying variables or
characteristics of a database and is used to predict
the amount or future behavior of some variables
[11].
Exploring and generating knowledge is a multistaged process; its quality is affected by the
accurate implementation of every single stage,
which is as follows: 1) understanding a given
problem and data, 2) collecting, analyzing and
preprocessing relevant data, 3) selecting a method
from data mining functionalities, 4) interpreting
and evaluating the results in order to validate them
and calculate accuracy of the model, and 5)
utilizing the unveiled knowledge. Following some
data mining techniques exploited in this study are
surveyed.
3.1. Data mining techniques: Association rules
Different data mining techniques are employed to
examine databases and result in various kinds of
discovered knowledge. One of the important data
mining techniques is the association rule
techniques, which are used to extract correlations,
recurrent patterns, causal relationships, and
associations among a colossal number of items in
a database, and then, the results form the basis of
decision-making [12].
Association rules are simple, clear, intuitive,
intelligible, and practical tools which expose the
relationships among various variables in a
descriptive way and aim to mine data so as to
identify patterns without having background
information on a given reality [7]. Perhaps, the
main weakness of association rules is the number
of produced rules, which require operators to do a
lot of filtering. Also, it should be noted that
extracting an association rule does not necessarily
mean that it is efficient [7].
Finding attractive association rules helps decisionmaking process [13]. The attractiveness of a rule
can be determined objectively or subjectively.
Support and confidence coefficients are the
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 Applying the minimum confidence to the
frequent item sets to generate rules.

criteria based on which attractiveness of a rule can
be assessed. The coefficients show efficiency and
determination of the generated rules, respectively
[14]. Applying the coefficiency may result in a
large number of rules from which some operators
may find uninteresting. Therefore, supportconfidence framework can be complemented by
the lift correlation so as to reduce the number of
produced rules and find more meaningful ones. In
the case of A=>B, if the lift is lower than 1, then
the occurrence of A is negatively correlated with
the occurrence of B. That is, occurrence of one
result in the absence of another, from which it can
be concluded that a negative correlation renders
the association rule meaningless though it may
have a high support coefficient. If the outcome of
the association rule lift is higher than 1, then A
and B are positively correlated, meaning that the
occurrence of one proceeds the other one. If the
outcome of the association rule is 1, then, A and B
are independent meaning that there is no
correlation between them [14].
Producing association rules is usually divided into
two steps [12]:
 Applying the minimum support in order
to find all frequent items in a database.

4. Introducing the proposed system
A successful treatment of drug addicts is very
difficult and challenging. Hence, in order to save
costs and time, it is preferably required to identify
factors affecting drug addiction in an attempt to
prevent addiction, something which can be
fulfilled through data mining. Thus, the present
study focused on discovering the patterns existing
in the data related to people referring to
rehabilitation clinics to undergo treatment.
4.1. Participants of the study (Dataset)
Target population of the study was all the
individuals referring to rehab centers in Yazd,
Iran, which included 471 patients. Of the
participants, 86.2% were male and 13.8% were
female. The participants were selected from an
exclusively female rehab center, a prison clinic,
Yazd Narcotics Anonymous Society, and other
clinics across Yazd, Iran. Table 1 shows the
dataset schema collected in this study.

Table 1. Conceptual schema of dataset.
No.

Items

Data category

1

sex, birth year, address, number of children, income, education, residence, marriage status, current job

Personal Information

2

number of family members, parents job, parents education, family history of drug addiction

Family Information

3

first substance, starting age of use and addiction, job, Marital Status , bidder, location, feeling, Risk factors,
Parental reactions

First Use Information

4

Treatment count, Treatment type, Treatment Reason, Recurrence reason

Treatment Information

5

crime, number of arrests, arrest time

Crime Information

6

Physical Disease ، Mental Disease

Disease Information

7

used substance, time of consumption

Drug Use Information

4.2. Understanding and preparing the data
In order to get familiar with the subjects studied,
an interview was conducted with experts in the
rehab center. Then, histograms and distribution
diagrams were used to display the distribution of
variables.
After the initial data understanding, the data was
rounded up and the number of variables, their
amounts, and columns, as the case may be, were
reduced. Not only is the quality of results not
damaged by this, but it also improves the results
of data mining. Columns reduction is performed
by human analysts or a number of automated
processes, based on an understanding of the
domain of use and purposes of the exploration.

After the preparatory stage, the association rules
model was used to expose relationship existing in
the data.
4.3. Discovering relationships
In order to discover association rules hidden in the
data, a priori model was employed. However, due
to the multiplicity of features and to avoid
generating meaningless rules, specific features
were nominated. That is, before modeling, useful
features were selected and used as the input and
then, support and confidence coefficients were
extracted. In order to make sure of the validity of
the generated rules, the lift correlation was
applied, too. Table 2 shows the most valid rules
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generated after applying rule pruning. Obviously,
some of the generated rules can evidence the
validity of the relationships that experts discover
through experimental procedures. On the other

hand, some are more speculative and can be
employed to take preventive and rehabilitating
measures against drug addiction.

Table 2. Some generated association rules with interestingness measures.
Number

Association rules

Support

Confidence

Lift

1

If the person is young and unmarried and has started substance use since he was a teenager, he
consumes LSD.

5.52

57.69

3.19

2

If the person feels hatred when he uses substance for the first time, he gives up the addiction.

1.69

25

2.35

3

If one of the members of a family is addicted, the woman gets addicted at home if she is suggested to
use substance.

7

84.68

4.41

4

If a depressed young person uses different kinds of drugs, he’ll commit drug sale crime.

5.14

56.66

4.23

5

If a low-income depressed person uses different kinds of drugs, he’ll commit the robbery.

5.52

57.69

5.54

6

If a low-income middle aged man , is not resident in Yazd, he’ll commit drug traffic crime.

5.3

36

3.94

7

If a middle-aged woman is a housewife, her addiction will return due to physical, mental or family
problems.

5.94

39.28

2.66

As an example, according to rule 1, 57.69% of
single young people experiencing drug early in
their adolescence are using LSD. In other words,
the likelihood of LSD abuse is 18%. Being
celibate, adolescent, and an early drug abuse
raises the amount to 57.69% meaning that those
who are single and abuse drug early in their
adolescence are three times more likely to turn to
LSD abuse. According to rule 2, a feeling of
hatred following the first drug abuse raises the
likelihood of rehabilitation up to 2.35 times.
Rule3 indicates that for women a family history of
drug abuse results in home drug abuse. Rule 4
suggests that young addicts who suffer from
depression and simultaneously take different
narcotics such as LSD and Heroine are
approximately four times more likely to commit
crimes.
5. Conclusion
The present work aimed at exploring drug
addiction-related databases from different rehab
centers in order to find underlying patterns using
association rules mining. Some of the extracted
rules provided insights into the following issues:
the role of individuals’ feelings after the first drug
abuse in the success of following treatments,
characteristics of LSD abusers, main reason of
addiction among different age groups, and the
influence of family history on individuals’
addiction. Findings of the study can help different
organizations in making decisions about
addiction.
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نشرهی هوش مصنوعی و داده کاوی
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چکیذه:
اػتیاد بِ هَاد هخذر یکى اس هْن تزیي هشکالت اجتواػی ،اقتصادى ٍ بْذاشتى است کِ ػَارض ًاشى اس آى تْذیذى جذّى بزاى جاهؼۀ بشرزى هسورَ
شذُ ٍ هَجب رکَد اجتواػى در سهیٌِّاى هختلف هىشَد؛ ٍ تا سهاًى کِ برِ ػلل گزایش بیوار تَجِ ًشَد ،درهاى جووى ٍ رٍاًرى قطرب برزاى هرذتى
ًتیجِبخش خَاّذ بَد ٍ قزد هؼتاد دٍبارُ گزقتار هَاد اػتیادآٍر هیگزدد .اهزٍسُ هزاکشی بزای درهاى اػتیاد ٍجَد دارد کِ اطّالػات کاهلی راجغ بِ اقرزاد
هؼتاد در اختیار دارًذ ،بٌابزایي با ٍجَد حجن باالی دادُ ،هیتَاى با استكادُ اس ابشار دادُکاٍی بِ کشف داًرش در دادُّرا پزداخرت ٍ اس ًترای هرذلّرای
دادُکاٍی بِ ػٌَاى پایگاُ داًشِ سیوتن پشتیباى تصوینگیزی در سهیٌۀ پیشگیزی ٍ درهاى اػتیاد ،استكادُ ًوَد .جاهؼۀ آهراری هرَرد اسرتكادُ در ایري
پژٍّش ،هزاجؼیي هزاکش درهاى اػتیاد شْز یشد هیباشٌذً .وًَۀ هَردًظز شاهل  174هزاجؼرِکٌٌرذُ ( 68/2%هرزد ٍ  41/6%سى) اسرتّ .رذ اس ایري
هطالؼِ ،استخزاج قَاًیي هكیذ اس دادُّای جوغآٍری شذُ است کِ اس طزیق هذل  Aprioriصَرت گزقتِ ٍ رٍابطری بریي ٍیژگریّرای قرزدی ٍ هصرز
شیشٍِ ،یژگیّای قزدی ٍ هَاد هصزقی با اًَاع جزمّا ٍ سابطۀ اػتیاد در خاًَادُ با اػتیاد قزد کشف شذُ استً .ترای ایري هطالؼرِ هریتَاًرذ در هزاکرش
درهاى اػتیاد ٍ ساسهاىّای هزتبب استكادُ شَد.
کلمات کلیذی :اػتیاد ،هَاد هخذّر ،دادُکاٍی ،قَاًیي اًجوٌی ،کشف رٍابب.

